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PURPOSE

The1urpose of the Competency Rating Scale is to provide guidelines
,

. -

tm.teachers for the infusion of career guidance concepts into the daily

school curriculum\in a developmentally sound manner. A familiar analogy

'to a rating scale is the daily ptocess a teacher might use in judging a

child's'redding skills:

. Does the child know the vocabulary in today's story?
Does the child know' the meaning of the story?
Con he/she name the characters?
Can he/she state the main idea?

It may seem overwhelming to'be asked toad more to the cuiticulum; actually;

carer guidance concepts are being taught by'teachers whenever they en-
..

courage communication between students, stress the importance of study ,

skills, discuss Work roles, and dozens of other tangs teachers do every

day with students.

The Competency' Rating Scale is merely an attempt to organize the

-things students need.to know to be effective people. When used as suggested,
4

it should be a valuable tool in allowing any teachdr to be a better teacher;

it is a way of- organizing and keeping track of the skills each student has

developed in nonacademic areas, what studenti nemd to learn, and what they

have already learned. It is organized developmentally so that the comparison

_.,/9f individuals with peers it easy;, comparison of,one group with another is

also encouraged.

The Competency Rating Scale is not a test. Itis a set of guidelil

for use by a teacher, It has been..left flexible to allow the individual

-2-
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teacher or rater to devise his or her own peiformance,indicators to

determine a child's level of development in career guidance skills.

Examples of activities or situations in which a, child's performance

might be observed are containeddn the Guidance Acti*, fs section of
.

the Comprehensive Career Guidance materials.'

- 3-
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COMMTENTS'

p

TheCompetency Rating Scale consists of-a Rater's Manual-for each

,grade grouping, K-1; 2-4, and'5-6 and a CumiplatiVe Student Folder which
1

is designed to- follow each student'throughoutihis/her school career.

Each Manual tontSins 'sections describing the-criteria for rating the

students' skill level by Competency, use of-the-Student Rating,FOrmOlow

to rate the studentssusgestions for use of:the-infOrmation obtained

through the-Scale, and anApnendix containing all of the Goals and
f k

-

ObObjective ar kindergarten through sixth grade.

The Cumulative Student Folder eontainstheStudeni.Rating Oprm,andw
-0 i4 b

the Developmental Profile. Ther arethree sets of colter-coded Slhdent
e

Rating Forms, onelor each grade grouping K-1, 2-4, and. 5-6. The K-1 &

is on green paper,,- the 2-4 on yellow, and the 576 on bluepaper.- The
.

, Developmental-,Profile consists of a three-section fold-out, one section-w; -P.

for eac Domain.

J

4

-4-
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A BIRDS -EYE VIEW*OP THE ORGANIZAtIQN-

The Georgia Career Guidanceogram organ
,

needs of students in kindergartek'through

domains:

f
Interpersonal

*
Work and Life

eIlhe career guidance

wider three maingrade s

Effectiveness Domain:

Skills Domlin

Life Career Planning Domain

Tha strident eeda are stated in 30:c/mprehenSive

er,cluster under the Interpersonal Effectiveness Domai ,-11 under the Work

goals. Nine goals

and Life Skills Domain, and, J0 Ver the tire dare r Planning Domain.

Each goalle divided into Developmental Obje9tives. These are a
it

break-down of the elements of each Goal.
a '

'groupings,. K 7., 2.41 and 5 -6'. Here is an example of a Goal, a Developmental

ney are categorized by grad&

.1`

Objective, and.' rade groupitig categories:J
I.' Interpeisonal EffectivenessDomain*

A. 'Nathan Relations Skills: 'Behavior Affects Behavior
Goal: The students will be able to recognize that their.

behavior toward others affects others' behaviorI

.toward them.
. Actions MfeCt Behavior .,

4:levelolimental,Objec ive K -1: The .students will be
awaremf the various interpersonal relationships x 'S

in their lives.-:

Developmental Objective.2-4: The students will under,
stand the diffefent types of responses they use4na .,..)

interpersonal relationships. . ,) 44.

,Developmental Objective 5-6: The students will be aware
of Kew their actions affect the behavior of other4.

- Note: the complete listing of Domains, Goals, and
,Objectives may.'b"e found.in,the:Appendix, pages*78
to 90, of this.iManual.

1



.

'Each Developmental Objective has been ulther redOed,to specific' .

.1 . .

. -.. , /.-' . ..
.1

Competen006 or performance objectives. 4n'exampli of a Competencx
c's-

for the Developmental Objective
.

K-1 stated above is:.
. t . ) ..., '-,..._,

*define'interpersonal relationships..

;,The Com?etencies.or performance objectives specify the behavior'on.
I t. . ...,.

. .. 1

.

which the child:is rated. Each Development4 Objective is reduced fo
, .

several COmpetencies; a child's average performance on these indiCaied

.

"his/her skill level on that Developmehtal Objective.

it

AP'

9
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. WHO SHOULD USE THE COMPETENCY RATING, SCALE

The Competency Rating Scale is used to determine the skill level of
:-

student% on the .Developmental Objec,t4ves that.aro-related to the Goals

of Career, Colfdance set fo4h by the Georgia State Department of

Education.

person,who uses the Competency' Rating Scale to evaluate a

studen 'skill level should necessarily be,someoneaho is involved with

the student on a daily basis. The rating may be a yeLr-long process:

The logical person 'to do the rating, Thenwould seem to be the class-
'

room teacher; in most 'cases. In team teaching situations, the teachers

, will need to decide at the beginning of- the school term which students

each will;be responsible for rating".

. WHEN SHOULD THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE BE USED

The/Coinpetency Rating Scale is designed to be used in one of two

ways;,.it may be used at both the beginning and end of the school, year

orsmay be used only at the,end of the school term.

In the first case: when it is used at the beginning and end 4 the

school year,, a prerating and a postrating provide the maximum information

to the current teacher and to the future teacher of the student. The

prerating can guide the tealkin planning experiences for the class to

enhance the areas where students seem to be incompetent in career guidagee

skills. The postrating would provide the current teacher with some
c

indication of growth And might enable him/her to revise teaching strategies

k.

(

-8-
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for the following year'. The postrating would also provide the future

teacher of the student with' a recent opinion on the st
litus of the student

,on .the career guidance skills. It would allow him/her to make plans for

teaching before the beginning of the school term. In the case where the

'Competency. ,RAting Scale is used only at the end of the school year, It

is considered to be a post ting and has tale same properties as the

postrating deicribed above.

The Competency Rating Scale Form should be completed for each

studentoon one of the two schedules described above for each 'school term,

kindergarten through sixth grade. The time involved for the rater will

probably
not exceed two days; tbg process of assessing skills continues

throughout the year, however transfer students or those repeating grade

levels will require some special consi4ration.

In the case of the transfer student, especially one transfering from

a schoohere the Compgtency Rating Scale has not been used, and thus

where thee is.no previous rating tor,the child, the rater should prerate

the student. This sho6ld be 'done only AFTER the child hag adjusted to

'the new School environment end,the rater has had an opportunity to

observe the child. The rating can aid the teacher in deciding how the

Ilknew student compares to classmates onft skills rated and ib detert ning

any curriculum adjustmept that might need to be made for this child.

In the case of t}-Je child who is repeating a grade level, the rater

merely needs to acquire a second Student Rating Form for the grade level

1i

L
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repeated. The years should be recorded on it to shoW that the student,

repeated; The same Developmental Profile charx may be used; the pew

ptofile can be completed in a different color of ink or lead. The,

appropriate school year should be noted beside the rating.

Note: Use of the Developmental Profile is fully explained on page 65.

r
-10-
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HOW TO USE THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE
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HOW TO. USE THE COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

This part of the Kd0Mr's Manual is divided into.several sections

with then intent of providing complete information in.an.easy-to-use

format,

The sections are:

1. Organization of the Skill Level Criteria

2. Skill Level Criteria

3. 'Opportunities for Rating Students

4. Example of Test Situations

5. They Rating Scale: Choosing a Degree of Proficiency

6. The Rating Form

7. Directiond for Rating Students

-12-
$



ORGANIZATION OF THE SKILL

The following.sect an outline of the Goals, Developmental
,

Objectives; and Competencies for the 5 -6 developmental level. The Goals

AITERIA

and'. their- Developmental Objectives and Competencies cluster under three

7

Domains: Inte4ersorial Effectiveness, Work and Life Skills, and Life

Career Planning.

The CompetAties'are really performance objectives or behavioral

criteria for the assessment of the student's skill level'at a-given

Developmental Objective. All of the Developmental Objectives and

Competencies have been written`to agree with the difficulty hierarchy

of acquiring knowledge found in B. S. Blooti's Taxcittnmy of Educational

Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain.

Bloom divides the Cognitive Domain into the followinghierarchy of

major stages:

1. Knowledge
2. Comprehension
3. Application,
4. Analysis
5., Synthesis
6. Evaluation

the chart below presents the stage of cognition emphasized at each

-grade level in the Competency Rating Scale. Only

stages are emphasized at these grade levels.

-13-
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Stages K 1 2 3- 4 5 6

.

Knowledge

t

;

- i ,..?
.,....

.

- .

Comprehension

\

.

The first stage, Knowledge, and the second stage, Comprehension,

are both used in the 5-6 Developmental Objectives and Competencies.

Awareness is. the term'used in the Developmental Objectives to denOte

t Knowledge seAe of learning. Such behavioral terms as define,

describe, identify, know, list, and recognize are used in the

Competencies of the Developmental qbjectives.at the Knowledge stage,

The following definitions may be of use to the rater in both

undeytanding the intent of the Developmental and in

knowing what to look for in rating students on Competencies.

Knowledge as defined here inetludes those behaviors (. . :) which

emphasize the remembering, either by recognition or recall,of

ideas, material, or phenomena. The behavior expected student

in the recall situation is ry similar to the behavit. ,was

expected to have during the original leatning situation. . )

The process of relating and judging is also involved to the extent

that the student is expected to-answer questions or problems which

are posed in a different form in the [evaluation] situation than

intheoriginallearmingsituation(Blocm,1956,1).4 62)

-14--



DEFINITIONS ..,

I. Define : explain the nature of something or make the meaning
...,

of something'elear through statement or discussion.

2. Describe : tell in words how a person looks, feels, or acts, or
.

how a place, a thing,- or an event looks.
1,.

3. Identify : recognize as being a particular person, or thing;
prove to be the-same as something else.

,

4. List. : orally cw in writing, relate 'series of names, numbers,
words, or phrases.,

5. Recogniie: remember something as having been seen or known or heard
before.,

5"

Understand is the term' used in the Developmental gbjectived to

denote the Comprehension stage of learning. Such behvioral.terms as 1°...

compare, contrast'explain, give aiamples, illuV strate, interpret, and

match are used in the Competencies of the Developmental Objectives at

the Comprehension stage.

These definitionskmay be, useful to the rater-:

[Comprehension:] That is, wher ,1 4., illiopf--)nted with a

communication, they areexp...(, vrha, oeing communicated

and to-be able Ire some use the'material or ideas contained

in it. The communication may be in oral or written form, in 3/

verbal or Symbolic form, or (. . .) it may refer to material in

concrete form as well as to material embodied-on paper.

Although the term "comprehension" has been frequently associated

Pith reading, e.g. reading comprehension, the use to which it is

being put here is a somewhat broader,one in that it is related to a

a
-15-
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1

greater variety of communications than that encompassed by
'

'Written verbal materials. (. . Comprehension [though] is

not made with complete understanding-or even with
. ,

tWfulleart grasik.of a mesgage. here we.are using the term

.

)!compreheniiOn" to ind,lude those objectives, loehaviors, or

rehOorises which represent an understanaing of the literal
/

,.. 1.

. message contairie1 in a Communication '(Bloom, 1956,
p.-: 89)../

.1

',

ly,Compare-

2. Cpntrast

Explain : make ain or clear; tell the meaning of; tell
how to do; state the cause of; give reasons for.

.*.

4. Give les: ma'' -tear through appropriate stories or comparisons.

14.1

4

find out or point outhow,.-persoris Or things' are
alfkeand howtheylare different.

sh6w differences when-co ared of put side by side.

5. Illustrate. : ''make clear or explain by stories,, examples, comparisons.

-16-



I 6KILL LEVEL CRITERIA

Developmental Level
Fifth Through Sixt* Grades,

1

V

0

Note: The # sign before any Developmental Objective i4dicates that
there is a complimentary activity in .the GUidance Activity
section of the Comprehensive Career Guidance materials. --)

/

-17-
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d

beMAINi INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
. ,

Human: Relations S41144, Behavior Aff
. 4.etts'BeiOr

i is

(
.1*. .....

. \I

- A......

The mitudeatA-will bea4Orto'recOgnize thft their behavior towar
Others affects other's hAhavior,toi4ardtthem.

-3.17

4 14 ).,
u figN

'''',...-1.', Actions Affect Behavior: The students will be aware.of how theti
idtions affect the ,ehavior of others.'.

,.. -"- .

.,

The students are able to: e
.. 4\

.racognize how their actions affect the viottons of others.
. .,

recdOlze hots their actions affect the,decisiOne* others.
. ,

.

-.recognize how their actiOns-iffect the conduct OPiothers.

'recognize that the effectiveness of a actioniks determined4by the type of response they receive om others.

j
'),,

e.,

#2. Relationship Between Actions and Responses: The 4t9dents will
be aware of the relationship between actions and responses.

The students are able :6:

' define action.

define response.
407:

recognize-the following relltionship between action. and "A '

ii-response: an action occurs, the person "thinks'and 'feels"
about that action, then the person.giyehis response; The
logic'of a person's resnense is dependent upon the logic
of'his thinking and feelithg'about the action. .

'*(See A' Guide to Rational Living by Ellitisand Harper.)

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the
process clf making. and keeping friendships.

!
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#1. Nekiii and Keeping Friendships: The etude is will under and ,

',the process of'making'and keeping friendships., ,E
/.

'6 of - I-
V'the students are able to:

,

r )
I

-explain why making and keeping friends is a basic man
nied. / ,

4

. /
))6Xplarit,why caring about rothers is a basic kep t making
" and, keeping friendships.

i*explain why desire for friendship is requirement for Illa ia
and ilteeping friendehips.

0. t"

-pro de examioled of ways they can initially act frie al
as a means of making new friendships.

i
- .

*(i.e., ppeaking kindly, being genuinely nterested;
sharing activities, experiences, feelin etc.)-"

.

explain why the development 'of trust rtant in keeping
friendships.

:explain why the development of loyalty is important in
Yfeeping friendships.

2
-provide examples of how the above factors can apply in
friendships. --'7,k

,s

9

4

tfr
-provide examples of how the above factors relate to group
friendship skills.
*(i.e., as relating to cliques, eta)

/'',

Aexplain how cliques can affect friendships./

It .IT' f

2. Effectiveness of Their Own Friendship §killbs ! The studentabwill
e: ltiate the effectiveness of their own friendship skills.

It
I,

_ 4.

T students are able to:

4

6

*list the friendship skills of an ides,1 person.

list their own friendship skills.

evaluateftheir own friendship skills as,effective or ineffective.

24
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.describe methods of change for those friendship skills they
have judged as ineffective.

C. Haman _Relation Skilli: Ex ressin 0 inions an teliefs

'i'

.

.

7-t .

2% The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness the various
methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.' -

H
.

.

#1.:- Methods of-Expression: The-stUdents will unders and the
,-

varidus methods pf expressibg.opinio9s'and beli s.

-r--- ..
-.

,,.

The students are able to: r.)

*provide example of verbal methods of expressing opinions
and .bel efs.

.provide examples of nonverbal methods 4 %xpressing:4,
Opinons and beliefl.

illustrate tho Se methods of.expresslon which encourage
others to

-

'illustrate thou mettibds of expression which encourage
others to respond.

!compare and contrast methods of expression which encourage
others to listen anetolespond.

provide examples of methods of expression whicb.are
group situations.

provide examples of methods of ewression'which Are used in \-1

one -to -one situatioVs.

* colpare and contrast the me Cods of group expression and
one-to-one expression.

2. Their Own Methods Expression: The student w
their own metho e4ressing opinions and eliefe.

The students ire able to:

-20-
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(

' describe their awn verbal methods of expressing opinions
and bellefs.

)
' describe their own nonverbal methods'of expressing opitlions
and beliefs.

./
,

describe their Own methods of expression which encou,age
others to listen.

.desdribe 'their own methods of'expresdicin which encourage
others to. respond.

descritittheir own methods o
group gituations-.

-r

expression that

.describe, their own methods of expression tiiit
one -to -one situations.

'.evaluatil their methdds of expressing opinIons
as effective or'ineffective.

they upe'in

and beliefs

It

.--
describe methods of change for those. methodS of expression
they judged to be ineffective.

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

The students will be able to identify socially acceptable behaviors
occurring in a group situation:

A

1., Relationship Between Rights of Self and Rights of others: The
Students will understand the relationship between the rights of
self and the rights of others in group situations.

The students are able to:

compare and contrast the give-and-takerelationship between
the rights of self and the rights of others.

# 2. Characteristic Behavior Patterns: The students will be aware
of the characteristic behavior patterns (roles) that develop as
a part of group interaction.

N\.\
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'Wine groupAnteiaction.
j

'recognIiie that, the role of leader is a characteristic
behavior pattein which developsas.0 part of.group inter-
action.

*recognize thatChe role of listeners a characteristic
behavior pattern which develops aS a part of-group inter-
action,

fine the role of'gatekeeper in group interaction.
,

'recognize that the,rble of gatekeeper is A characteristic
behavior pattern which develops as a part of group inter-
action.

'define'the role of advocate in group interaction.

"rec.° ze that_phe role of advocate is a:characteristic
b avior pattern which develops as a part .of group inter-
ac n.

. Behavior in Group Interactions: The students will tosaillre of
their own behaviors in group interactions.

The students are able to:

'define socially acceptable behavior ingroup interactions.

'list their own socially acceptable behaviors in group inter-
actions.

'list their own socially unacceptable behaviors in group
interactions. .

E. Relating WitbeSignifican't Others: Competitiveness and Cooperativeness

The students Rill be a le to recognize the effects of competitiveness
and cboperatiVeness h

w
both peers and adults.

-22--



I.

# 1. Effects of Cooperativeness: The students will understand the
effects of their cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

The students are' able to:

' define cooperativeness.
*(cooperativeness: working together toward a common goal.)

.provide examples of their cooperativeness with peers.

provide examples of their cooperativeness with adults.

' explain about some of the helpful effects of their coopera-
tiveness with both peers and adults.

explain about some of the harmful effects of their coopers-
tIveness with both peers and adults.

2. Effects of Competitiveness: ThekStudents will be aware of the
effects of their competitiveness with both peers and adults.

The students are able to:

define competitiveness.
*(competitiveness: contending with 'others for profit, prize,
or position; a contest.)

'provide examples of their competitiveness with peers,

provide examples of their competitiveness with adults.

2

.explain about some of the helpful effects of their competi-
tiveness with both peers and adults. ,

'explain'sbout some of the harmful effects of their competi-
tiveness with both peers and adults.

3. Differences and Similarities Between Competitiveness and Coop- ,

erativeness: The 'Students will be aware of the differences andv
similarities between competitiveness and cooperativeness.

The students are able to:

7232
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recognize that competitivenessatid cooperativeness are both _

ways of getting things accomplished.

recognize that both competitiveness and cooperativeness can
be helpful.

recognize that' both competitiveness and 'cooperativeness can
be harmful.

-recognize that the emphasis of competitiveness is different
from the emphasis of cooperativeness.
*(i.e., competitiveness tends to draw people apart, while
cooperativeness tends to bring people closer together.)

-recognize that competitiveness generally involves "winners
and losers", while cooperativeness does pot use that type of
terminoliiky.

F. Relating With Significant Others: Family Relationships

The students will be able to recognize the value and process. of
establishing an effetive relationship with thej.r families.

#1 Process of Establishing Effective Family Relationships:. The
students will understand the process of establishing effective
family relationships.

,Using a hypothetical family situation, the students are able to:

define effective family relationship.

-provide examples which show that tbestelief that all persons
are equal in worth and dignity is-a part of the process of
establishing effective family relationships.

-provide examples which show that respect is apart of the
process of establishing effective family relationships.

-provide examples which show that listening is a part of the
process of establishing effective family relationships.

provide examples which show why communication skills are
necessary for the process of establishing effectivecfamily
relationships.

'o

VP
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k3
. provide examples which show that cooperation is a part of-
the process of establishing effective family relationships.

' provide examples which show ways of handling disagreement or
conflict as a part of the process of establishing effective
family relationships.

4

, "explain what comprises a family meeting.
7*(i.e., reference: Raising a Responsible Child or the S.T..P.
Parent's handbook, both by D. Dinkmeyer and,G. McKay.),

.provide examples which show that regular family meetings can
be a helpful part of the procesi of establishing effective
family relationships.

2. Results of Effective Family Relationships: The students will
be aware of the results that come from having effective family
relationships.

From a hypothetical family situation, the students are able to:
. -

__..recognize the resulting feelings when the belief th4t all
persons are equal in worth and dignity is a part of the
family relationship.

recogdize the resulting feelings when respect is a part of
the family relationship.

. recognize the resulting feelings when listening is a part of
the lamily relationship.

.recognize the resulting feelings when commgdication skills
are a part of the family relationship. a

. 'recognize the resulting feelings when cooperation is a part
of the family relationship.

4 'recognize the resulting feelings and the effects when regular
family meetings (as proposed by Dinkmeyer and McKaO are a
part of the family relationship.

G. Self Validation: Worthwhileness
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The students will be able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

1. Worthwhileness in Relation to there: The students will be aware
of methods of attaining feeli gs of worthwhileriess in relation
to other people.

The students are able to:

0
.recognize that when feelings of worthwhileness first begin
to'develop in an indiVidual they do so in comparison to
other people. l'

1,

iP

cognize that as feelings-of worthWhileneis mature the
hlais shifts from comparison with otherfrio self
tualization.

.recognize that self awareness (physically, emotionally,
intellectually, and socially) is a method of attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

.recognize that meeting new challenges is a method of
attaining feelings of worthwhileness.

recognize that being flexible in meeting the needs and de-
mands of themselves and others is I method of attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

-recognize that understanding Itie meaning and the effects of
behavior (of themselves andodihers) is a'amethod of attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

recognize that sensitivity to others is a mthod of attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

. recognize that tolerance (understanding and accepting in-
dividual differences) is a methOd of attaining feelings of
worthwhileness.

#2. Feelings of Worthwhileness: The students will understand their
own feelings of wort hileness. - -

The Students are able to:

describe general feelings of worthwhileness.

4
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'provide examples of ways to attain and maintain these feelings'
of;worthwhileness.

destribe_their own feelings of worthwhileniss...

provide examples of ways they have attained and main-
tained these feelings of worthwhileness.

.H. Self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

The students will be able to recogrhze that they can exercise some
control over themselves and their environment.

01. Factors of Controlling Self and Environment: , The students will
'be-aware of factord i7olved in the pro6ess of controlling
themselves and their ammironment.

'The students are able to:

recognize the a lowing relationsiiip:, when an action occurs,
the student "think = "'; "feels" about that action, then the
student gives his response. The logic of Iperson's response°
is dependent upon the ic f his thinking and feelings
about the initial ac one the student wishes to change
his type of respons to a action, then he will have to
change his belief thinking and feelings) about Oat action.
*(See A Guide to Rational Living by Ellis and Harper.)

*recognize that controlling their attitudes and thinking process
'is a major factor involved in having some'controX over themselves.,

recognize that controlling their attit406 and t inking
process is a major factor in'having some control over their
environment.

1. Self Validation: Individual Dilferences
cb

students will be able to demonstrate an understanding that all
i dividufls, including themselves, have different and varying)per-

al characteristics and abilities which distinguish them from one
another, and that certain of these characteristics and abilities
may change from time to time.

4.

a
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#1. es in Behaviors and Abilities: The students will under-'
st d the changes that occur in characteristic behaviors and
ab ities of self and/or others over time.

The students are able to:

'define the term "characteristic behavior
'ways a person usually,tgets

'list characteristic behavior patterns of
stages, suchas birth; age two, etc.

patterns" asr4he

others at several

list present characteristic behavior patterns. of others.
.

compare and contrast past. and present behavior patterns of
others.

explain chinges in physical and intellectuat development
in terms of time, needs,,and interests.

.

list-cheir own characteristic behavior patterns at several
stages, such as birth, age two, etc.

)ist their own present characteiistic behavior patterns.

compare their own past'anepresent behavior patterns.

explain the ehangesin their own physical and intellectual
devalOpitent in terms of time, needs, and interests.

4

3
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DOMAIN: WORK App LIFE SKILLS
.

A. Daily Living: Consumer Skills

0/
The students will be able.to identify consumer skills that are used

1
daily living.

\.
.

'IL Consumer Skills Used and Needed by Differe Croups: The
students will understand the various consumer skills. that. are

1/4

used and needed by different consumer groups..,

The students are able to:

'identify several groups of consumers.
*(i.e., children, adults women, grandparents, teenagers,
boys, etc.)

\--?/
'identify consumer skills needed by each group such as dis-
tinguishing between necessities and non-necessities, and
recognising the influences of advertising.

explain the difference between the-skills needed by different
groups..

'identify consumer aids such as gdarantees4 warantees, and
consumer resource's (literature, Organizabtonsi laws, etch)

B. Daily Living: School Relevancy

The students, will be able to ide4Ty the relevancy of school subject
matter and other school experience to community, home, leisure,

4'.and occupations.
.

N.,

1. School Experienes: The students will be aware of the, school
academic and social areas at their grade level.

The Students are 'able to:

st the school academic experiences they encounter at
air grade level.
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c 7-
..list the sChoor"social experience they eneounterat their J
grade level;

/'

02. School Relates to the Worker: The students will understand how
school academic and social areas,relateto the role ,of worker
on the job. .

, The students are able to:
1

*identify a wckker role.

'list various activities of the worker on the job.:
4

'relate school academic Areas to worker activities.

' relate school social areasto worker activities.

3. School. Relates to the Leisure Participant: The4Atudents will'
'.understend how school academic and social arvs-Trelate to the
leisure participant. '

The studetlits are able to:
4 -

' identify a leishre participant role.
/

*(i.e. golfer, diver,. hunter, ¶etc.)

list various activities of the leisure participant.
- 1

_relate school academic areas to the activities of the
leisure participant, .

. relate schoo social areas tothe activities of the leisure
participant.

C. Tisk'kesponsibility/Employability: Dependency in Task Accomplishment
4 A

The students will bp able to recognize that others depend on them
' it helping perform a task.and will be able to identify situations

in which people depend on each other to perform certain tasks.

01: Situations Where People Are Dependent: The students wile under-

-30-
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stand situatifts where people are dependent upon each other to'
accomplish a.task.

.Thm,students are abli to

give examples of situations
to accomplish a task.

give examples of situations
accomplish a'task.

give examples'of situations
accomplish 4 task.

- give examples of situations

give examples of situations
each other.

:where they work with others
f.

where others depenj on them to

it, 0

where they depend on others, to'

A-

where people work together.

Where people are dependent on

D. Teak Responsibility /Employability: Value from Tasks Well Done
.

lk.-

The students will be able to reco nize the value (personal Awards)
which cow from a task well done. 1..)1

4

t r
ia; Personal Rewards: The students will understand the personalfr

rewards available when a task is done well. '

The students are able to: I

. explain whrand how external criteria (someone.e4e's
standards) determine if a task is well done.

-provide examples of extrinsic reward
who do a task weft.

available for those

' recognize that- most extrinsic rewards are dependent upon
51: external criteria for task accomplishment.

'explain why and how internal criteria (personal standards)
determine if a task is well done.

- provide examples of intrinsic rewards available for those
who do a task well.

-31-
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'recognize that most intrAnsic rewards are dependent u on one's - fee

internal criteria for task accomplishment.

Task Responsibility/Employability: Purpose and Steps of a Task
V

The students will be able to recognAe-that task4 have a purpose
- and that steps are.foilowed in completing a,,task.

-1

z1

#1. Processes and Steps of 'Usk Accomplishment:_ The students will
undetstand the major processes and the steps involved in .task
accomplishment.

The students are able to:

-give their own examples of the processes --and steps involved in
task accomplishment:

1. specify a task
2. sxplain the steps involve in planning for that task. '

3. lexplain about the "doing", ortion of the task.
4. explain about the steps involved in evaluating their

p task accomplishment.
5. explain about the steps involved in "redoing" the task

if necessary

P.
3

Task Responsibility/Employability: Personal Characteristics and Job
F.elds

/IL The students will be able to recognize certain personal characteristics
that are related to job fields.

#1. Characteristics Relate to Jobs: The students will understand
how some personal Characteristics relate to job fields.'

The studhnts are able to:

4
.identify job'fields and clusters.

-identify personal characteristics in-terms of'behavior
and likes /dslikes.



explain why ,certain personal characteristics tight gd
with one cluster and not another.

characteristic liking to be with people goes
WitOrsonal Service and not with Construction.)

7

2. Characteristics and Job Choices: The students will be aware of
the importance of the relationship between personal.characteris-'
tics and'job choice.

.

When given a situation, such as a story or interview, the
students are'W:ile to:

recognize the consequences of personal
not matching job choice.

recognize the consequences of personal
matching job choice,.

11(
G. Work and leisure Environments: Work and,Leisure'Activitiea

characteristics

charadteristics

The students will be able to distinguish between Work and leisUre
time activities.

#1. Similarities and Differences: The students will understand
the similarities and differences between work and leisurtime

'
activities. _

The students are able to:

define work actrities:0
A

.define leisure activities.

,give examples of work activities.

.give examples of leisure activities..)

vok.

JH -Work and Leisure Environments: Respect for Work Well Done

r
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-The stud ld will be able to recognize that respect is due to
others f the contributions they make in, their various roles

'-vimmft the rk ii well done, regardless of its nature.
it

flo 'Purpose 0 Work,4olesr, The'studentirwill under and the
purposes of various work roles.

The studen4 are 'able.to:

nit various work roles:

gIve:e les of the purpose of various WorkrOles.

2. Respect for Any Work Done Well: The studentswill underetalcd
.

that respect is-due.to others for work that is well done,
regirdless of ehe nature of that *cork:

'IThe-students are able to:
a.

h list work 7318 that are. iitivealing' to Them.

4,4 work roles that fare nof-appealinkto them.

give exa1mples of appealing work that is done well.-

,-.

sgiVe examplei Of unappe ing work that is done well.

explain whrrespe$t is e for work well done - appealing
or not. .

.

recognize reasonv:T eepeCt is .s times not given for
roc well dmit .

., loa-L-1-tial stetusi.unappealing;7:purpose seen 18
gnificsnt,'eto.)" .

. Work and Leisure Environments: ,AllPeople Work,

The' students Will be ableto.recogniie that all people perform some
type of work.

. r.

1

C

#1. .Work Roles and Activities:, The stUdents will understan&various-
work riles-and activities performed by,others.
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The students are able to:

,identify the work roles and.the activities of some adulis..

'identify non-lao,rkroles ana-ectivities:. .

*(i.e., cittzen,4eisureparticipant,ofamily member)

gilre examples of work roles an activities performed by
others. ,

J. Work and Leisure Environments: Wok Roles Change /Multiple Roles
:

the tali-dents-lain be able to recognize that work roleamey change
Oaring one's careet'or that a worker may have multiple roles at the
saiittime.

1. Work Roles and Activities: The students will understand
varibus work roles and activities performed by others.
*(This is identical-to - Objective #1.)

/

.-..Theistudents, are abler to- e .

t I

ideritify the work roles and the activities of some adults.

4

'identify non-work roles. aritivities.
1*(i.e., citizen, leisure participant, family member)

give examples of the work roles and the activities per-
formed.by others.

e

4-

#2. Multi Os Roles: The students will be aware that a worker may
have multiple roles at the same time.

The students are able to: e-

list workers-and their activities.

'Het the different work roles of a particular worker.

list,differeht roles, otheAkan work roles, of that same
worker.

4

recognize that a Worker can have multiple roles at the same time.

4L



Work and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate To ,

Job Clusters

The Students will'be able toj-ecognize that there are families
(clusters) of,jobs Which relate to one another and that one"
interests'and abilities can relate to several jobs as ,eAtesult.

Interests And Abilities Relate To Clusters; The students will
understfind how interests and abilities relate to job clusters.

The students are able to:

'.describe the U.S.O.E. Classification System.

U.S.O.E. Classification System

.Divisidans Clusters

.

Service Group
a

Consumer Education and Homemaking
Public Services
Personal Services
Hospitality and Recreation

../

,
Business Grggp

t
Business and Office
Manufacturing
Marketing and Distribution
Transportation
Construction

.

.

Science Group Health
Environmental Control
Agri-business and Natural Rebources
Marine Science

Communication Group Communications and Media
Fine Artg-,%and Humanities

-36-
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/qist 01/interests of people who hold jobs in various
clusters.

'list the abilities of people who hold jobs in various
.clusters.

'explain why people with certain interests and /or
abilities might choose a job in A: partidulAr cluster.

#24 lintereits and Abilities Relate to Several Jobs: The students
Will be aware that interests and abilitfea can relate to
several jobs.

The students are able to:

when given amexample of an interest, list those jobs 6mt
might satisfy that interest.

when given an example of an ability, list those jobs that
might use that ability.

-37-,
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DOMAIN: . LIFE CAREER PLANNING

A. Planning Skills: Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Actions,
and Life Styles

k,,

The students wi I be able to recognize that attitudes and values
. affect aecidion8 actions, and life styles.

1. Life Styles: The ostudents will be aware ,of Various life styles.
.

The students a\re able to:

define-life style.

'list various life "styles.

-identify life styles Ptom example situations.

#2. Attitudes. and Values Affect Decisions and Life Styles: The,.

students will 'be aware of howattitudes and values affect 'N
decisions and life styles.

The students are able to:

'recognize. the relationship between decisions and. life styles.

de f ine) attitude.

*(attitude: way of thinking, acting or .feeling.)

-recognize that attitudes affect decisions;

-define values.'
(values are based'on three processes: choosing freely from,
'Mlternatives after consideration of the consequences, 'prizing
or being happy with-the choice and being willing to affirm
that choice publicly; and,,acting or doi g something with
that choice.)' '

'recognize that values affect decision's.'

'recognize that attitudes affect iife 'styles.

'recognize that values affect life styles.

38-
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**identify 'decisions that are influegced by. attitudes.

'identify jiecisions that are influenced by values.

'identify life styles that are influenced by attitudes.

'identify life styles that are influenced by valUes.

1

B. Planning Skills: Decisions Made by Self and Others

The students will be able to recognize that they Inge decisions and
that their lives are influenced'by decisions made by themselves
and by others,

1. Students Lives' Are Influenced by Their Decisions: The
stud will. be.aware of how their lives have been,'are, and
wi be i luenced by the decisions.they-make.

are able to:

.identifya, major personal decir they made- inthe past.

'examine the short range and longs e,effects'of that
decision.

.identify. a major personal decision they are in the process
of making.

'examine the possible short range and long range effects
of that decision.

.identify a major ersonal decision that might be made in ,

the future.

sjeculate and examine the possible short range and long
range effects of that decision.

#2. Students' Lives Are Influenced by Others' Decisions: The
students will be aware of how their lives are influenced by
decisions made by others.

t

The students are able to:
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'identify dttisionp ma by paren that influence t heir

' describe how these decisions ,made by ,parents influ ce
. their lives.

4

' identify decisions made by teachers that influence their
lives. ..

' describe how thOse decisiOns made b teachers influence'
their lives.

. N 4'

'identify decisions made by the peer-group that influence
'their lives.

lives.'

describe how those decisions made by the peer-group
influence their lives.

'identify
lives.

ions made by government that influence their

'describe how those decisions made by gowtrament influence
their lives.

C. Planning Skills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

The students will be able to recognize that there can be alter-
. native decision-making courses, with differing consequences.

#1. Alternative Decision- Making Courses And Consequences: The
students will understand the relationship between alternative
decision-making COUT i d consequences.

The students are able tc

'define the word alternative it6terms of decision-making.

define consequences.

:provide an example of a decision made concerning a specific
problem.

'identify alternative decisions that could be made for the
same problem.
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.consider 'the consequences of each.alternative decision that
could be made f9r the same problei.

-e lain about the relationship that ',delta between alternative
d ision-making course's and consequences.

2. Choices Within Decision-Making Courses: The students will
understand about the choices Within decision-making courses
Ind their differing consequanes.

4.

Ttie students are able to:

.L'identify a decision-making course.
*(i.e., a series of decisions relating to the same area
such as career choice, choice of musical instrument to
study, choice of friendship group, etc.)

'list tAe decisions made in that decision-making course.

identify alternative decisions to those decisions that
were listed.

-examine the differing conseq ences of thole alternative
decisions.

-define choice.

-give an example of-a choice and explain what makes it a
choice.

,

0111/41.

-explain about a ersonal decision-making course, the
choices withi at course, and varying consequences of
the choices.

Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

The students will be able to recognize that "planning" leads to
more effective perforthance than does chance or "trial and error"
approach to a task.

#1. Planning Is More Effective Than Trial and Error: The students
will understand that the planning process is a more effective

a approach for task accomplishment than trial and error.

A
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The students are able to:

'define effectiveness in,rerms of efficiency; time resources,
money resourcei3, completed product or outcome, and quality
of product or outcome.

'compare and contrast'the effectiveness of the planning process
with the effectiveness of trial and error.

/explain why the planning approach is more effective than
. the trial'and error approach to a task.

E, Educational Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and
Learning Skills

The students Will be able to demonstrate effective study add
learning skills.

1. Study Systems: The students will be aware of how their stu
skigs combine to form a study system.

The students are able to:.

-define study system.

'identify the factors that are involved in a study system.
*(i.e., SQR3= surveying + questioning + reading + writing +
reciting)

'identify the skills needed in a study system..

'identify their own effective skills.

recognize how their own effective skills incorporate into
a personal study system.

#2. Inportance of an Effective Study System: The students will
understand the.importance of'derloping their own effective
study system.

The students are able to:

'define an effective study system.
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'recognize the consequences of a consistent and'effective
study system.

.recognize the consequences of having no consistent, effective
study system.

eimmine their own study system.

j, 'compare their own study system to their definition of an
effective study system.

identify those skills, if any, which need to be chanted to
make their systeM more effective.

to
A

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

The students will be able to employ listening and speaking skills
that allow for involvement in classroom discussions and activities.

1. Applications of Listening Skills: The students will under-
stand the applications of listening skills and how to use them
in the classroom.

The student, are able to:

' provide examples of the use of attentiveness as a listening
skill. /

use attentiveness as a listening skill in the classroom.

' provide examples of timing (knowing whkn t listen and
when to speak) as a listening skill.

use timing (knowing when to listen and when to eak) in
the classroom.

' provide examples where listening for the content of the
speaker's message proves to be a helpful skill.

' use listening for the contel: of age
in the classroom.

, 'provide examples where listening to ( ember «yes to be
a helpful skill.
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use listening t.o remember in the classroom.

-provide examples.where listening for the, speaker's feeling°
and hidden messages proves to be a helpful skill.

7uie listening for feeling and hidden messages in the classroom.

'define a. feeling response.
*(reference: Dr. Robert Carkhoff: Helping And Human
Relations, Volume 1 and 2.)

\.)

' recognize fromiexamples various feeling-responses.

' use feeling responses in the classroom.

define and iecognize I-messages.
*(reference: Dr. Thomas Gordon: P.E.T.)

use I-messages in the classroom.

#2. Application of Speaking Skills: The students will understand
, the applications of speaking skills and how to use them in the

classroom.

The students are able to:

( 'recognize that different speaking skills are needed for
one-to-one situations and for group situations.

- explain how preliminary skills that are necessary before
actual verbalization apply in a one -to -die situation.
*(i.e., getting attention, taking turns to speak, responding
when spoken to, etc.) ,J

-explain how preliminary skills that are neceqsary'before
actual verbalization apply in group situations.

-explain how speakin6 distinctly applies in a. one -to -one
situation.

- explain how speaking distinctly appligs in group situations.

- explain how speaking with an adequate voice level applies in
a one-to-one situation.

-44-
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explain how speaking with an adequate voice level applies
in group situations.

explain how responding appropriately applies in a one-to-one
situation.

explain how responding appropriately applies in group
situations. 4

explain how contributing to the topic at hand applies in
a one-to-one situation.

explain how contributing to the topic at hand applies in
group situations.

.explain how responding about feeling applies in a one -to --
-one situation.

-illwistrate the various methods of responding about feel
in a one-to-one situation.

*(i.e., feeling rO'Sponses see Carkhoff; I-messages set Gordon)

g

G. Edu ational Environment: Evaluating Ability, Progress and Methods
of Improvement: )

The students will be able to realistically evaluate abilit-
progress, and metho of improvement fn various subject are.

#1. Applying Methods of Evaluation: The students wil'
how toapply various methods of evaluating; in 'ate,

ability, progress, and the effectivenes=s F methods ,,,

improvement in various subject aredp.

The students are able to:

select a subject area topic.

pretest (evaluate) themselves to understand, -their initial
ability or level of knowledge.

preform the assignment(s).

7test (evaluate) their progress concerning the subject area
topic.
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'perform (or redo) the assignments.

rtest (evaluate) their total progress at the end.

-determine if a method of improvement is needed.

-cdnstruct,and follow through with the method of improVement.
.4e

-test (evaluate) for further progress to determine whether
or not the method of improvement was effective.

H. Self Understanding: Individual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishments

The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities aid
in,accomplishing different tasks.

#1. Ability Di erences Contribute To Task Completion: The students
will unde tend how individual ability differences contribute
tb the mpletion pf specific tasks.

The students are able toPA

define ability 4

*(ability: '1 )wer ,Ic.,441 to do some special thing.)

...pities differ.

-give examples of a specific task in a project:

-recognize which abilities contribute best to the completion
of1;pecific tasks and to the project as a whole.

I. Self Understanding: Learning in Life Situations

The students will be able to recognize that learning occurs in all
types of life situations.

C,

1. The Learning Process: The students will understand the leaming
process.

The students are able to:
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- recognize tat initial exposure (through experience,
reading, listening, modeling, etc.) is part of the
learning process.

-provide examples where initial exposure has been part of
their learning procegi.

recognize that repetition of exposure is part of the
learning process.

- provide.exampies where repetition of exposuie has.been
part of their learning

- recognize that responding is a part of the learning
process.

-providea examples where responding.has been part of their
learning prOtess.

- recognize that reinforcement (internal or external) is
part of the, learning process.

- rovide examples where reinforcement has been sart of
their learning process.

#2. Learning In Others' Lives: The students will,be aware of
the learning that takes place in the -life situations oothers.

The students are able to:

-examine various life Situations of others.

--identify where and what learning took place in thos
situations of others.

.1

J. Self Understanding: Clarff;ing and Expanding Interests and
Capabilities

The students will be able to appreciate the value of clarifying
and expanding their interests and capabilities.
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Expanding Interests and alidbilities: The students will be
aware of how interests and capabilities can beexpanded

The students are able to:

define interest.

recognize that interedts can be expanded through experience.

recognize that interest can be expanded through exposure.

define 'apability.

recogn e that capabilities can be expanded through exp

recognize that 7e abilitiea_can be expanded through practice.

2. Consequences of Expanding Interests and Capabilities: T
students will be aware of'the consequences of expanding
interests and capabilities.

10
7!>

The students are able to:'.

identify an expanded interest in their lives.

.eNnaine the consequences (both internal and external), of
that expanded interest:

identify an expanded capability in their lives.

examine the consequences (bo th internal and external) of
that expanded capability.

(
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OPPORTUNITIES FORAATING STUDENTS

How does one goo about rating a child on his/her skills in a given

area? The followin' suggestions may be useful to, the rater in developing

,opportunities for king decisions about rating students on Competencies.
.1,

N

th'Competencies th6selves are not test ,items but may be used as guides.e:,,

1,
"..'-' ,_/-

for performance indicators.

.' 1* '\

Direct obse'rrvarion orthe student under varied circumstances mayA

well be the best sourcebf ratings. '/Such circumstances could include
.

/

the classroom, the.pla''ykround, lunchrObil, hallway, and special classes

or programs. Watthing the student in norm interaction in these

tings could be suppl ,emented by the provision<p-f. stories or fictitious ,

'1 4,
.

uations that lend selves to the performance of certain Competencies.
;

Discussions can pr to be valuable as can oral or written tests..

The first step in\getting ready to assess the children prior to

actually rating them s for THE RATER TO BECOME THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR

WITH THE GOALS, DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES 4ND COMPETENCIES. It might be

useful for the rater to develop his/her own performance indicators such

as: "Ina group discussion, students will contribute to a list of

examples of ways of expressing optii16ns and beliefs verbally." Such

performance indicators could be put on a check list as described below.

It could be helpful for the rater to keep a notebook or log with

notes on informal assessment of the students' Career Education s10.1.1s.

,A spiral or loose leaf notebook organized to suit the rater's needs

woul seem appropriate.

I
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A sample entry in such a log might. be:

17L3-78

Stu only knew One gtup of consumers today - .mothers.

1-16-78

Stu was excited about the differdnt people he saw at the
grocery store over_the week-end. He named four.

1.-17-78

Stu chose the names,of 12 consumer groups from the class
list today.

mkr

a

4-
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SAMPLE
,

4

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

' COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

.Skill Check Sheet

Developmental Objective: The students,w/11 be aware of the skills and
diaracteristics that make up a friendship.

PerfOriende Indicator e. th ldien's Initials

.
.

41i4

Shared ,

u-d 6 rz

.

) .

Took turns
.

,

.

Encouraged yother

h

A

Respected another's
contribution

-

,
.

, .

cOmpromised
.

.
,

Asked another to help 0

or play
/

.

Successfully solved a
conflict with another

e
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EXAMPLES'OP TEST SITUATIONS

The follOwing section is designed to aid the rater in determining

wan of checking a student's skilt,on a Competency for the Competency4

Rating balel Skill Level Criteria, There is an eampie given for each

of the behavioral terms used

-of learning.. The Competency

Skill Level Criteria.
4

Competency: 'define action.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. The child will write or

ai the Knowledge and
, .

statements, are taken

Comprehension levels

directlyfrom the

orally give a definition of

It

. 2. The child will choose a definition of action from a list.

3. The child will correctly identify the definition of action
on a true-fali4

'describe their own verbal methods of expressihg
opinions and beliefs. ,8

Examples of ways of testing:

Competency::

The child will write down ways in whichrhe _or' she expresses,
opinions qnd

2. Dhrin a discussion, the child will tell how he/she expresses

3. After a discussion in which opinions or beliefs are expressed
the 'child will either wrlite or tell how he/she expressed them.,

4. From a list cif ways of expressing opinions and beliefs,
the child will choose those ways in vOich he/she expresses

' 'them.

opinions,or beliefs.
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Competeney: 'identify Reveral.consumer groups.

Examples of ways of testing:,
.

7rom'a list, the child will choose the names of groups
that represent separate consumer populations. such as
senior citizens, teenagers, pre - school children, families,
women, golferti, etc.

2. Given a hoMewdrk assignment to be carried out in ark
observation Of a, businesa or store, the : Child will be able to

.

tell'what consumer" groups he/she saw.

i

(

Competency: 'list the friendship skills of an ideal person.

Examples of ways k'testing:
411111

1. The child will be able to-orally or in writing list,thifigs
theoid_el person does to make friends such as being kind,
honest, genuine, demonstrating loyalty, asking ()pets to
join activities, encouraging others,,beineplesight,.
being considerate, etc.

Competency: -recognizellow their actions affect the emotions of
others.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. In a real life situation, the child will be able to'tell
how,thisihk- behavior made another person feel by 'his or
tier reaction. ,

;

,

2. Given a hypothetical situation, the child will be able'
, to tellhow his/her action might make another.Terson feel,
e.g. if you help your teacher, how "might itAnake hill/her
feel? , 4

.

Competency: -compare and contrast past and present behavior patterns
of others.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. The child'will-show how a person's behavior is alike and
different at certain ages through stories or real life!
eicamOled-in dial or written foim.

.

r
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2. Given examples. of the east and present behapior of ot4ers,'
the child will identify the differences.1

Competency: 'explain why caring about others is a basic key
td mnki7 and keeping friendships.

.

Examples of waysof testing:

*Pk

.

1. The child will be able to give reasons why caring is
basic to making'and.keeping friends either,in oral
discussion or in written form.

2. The child will be able to choose reasons Wlikcaring is
basic to fr4endship when presented with a list.

Competency: *g ve examples of ways they can.ihitialA? act friendly
as a means of making new friendships.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. The child will be able to provide stories or comparisons
in oral or written form to low ways of beginning new
friendships.

2 The'child will be able to choose ways of making new
friendships from examples given him on a test.

Competency: 'illustrate those methods of expression which
encourage others to respond.

Examples of ways of testing:

1. The child will be able to tell or writhe stories to
show ways of encouraging others to join in.

2. The'child will be able to give examples to show ways of
encouraging others 0 participate.,

3. The child will be able to provide comparison of ways of
encouraging others to respond 41th ways of discouraging
others from responding.

N

0
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THEAUT/HC SCALE: CHOOSING A DECREE OF PROFICIENCY

1. 2. 3

I Minimum Functional Mastery
No Level Level
CoSpetency Competency Clpeeten0 Competendy
02 v -30% 60% 90%

The rater has four ratings to chodiie from when evaluating,

student perInance of each DevelopriZral Objective. The rater

shoUld think of this scale as a continuum ranging from zerdto 100 per-

cent! Since the number of Competencies vary from Objective to Objective,

the number of Competencr representing a specific percentage will also

vary. An explanation of the meaning of each rating is given.below.

NO COMPETENCY -0- To obtain t.,hiSyaing fo. a Developmental,

I
. e''. '

,

-

Objective, the student is not able. to dem trate skill'in.the
% 0 .

Competencies stated forthal Objective. ,

MINIMUM LEVEL COMPETENCY -1- To pbtain this rating for the

.iivelOpmental Objective, the student will be able to demoniftrate
, s

Skill in only the most-basic Competencies stated for that ObjeCtive.
S--

On a percentage basis, this would mean that the student ins able to
. .

demonstrate skill in a least 30% of the Competencies for the

-Oblective be'ng rated.
2
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Ae.
PUNDANENTAL LEVEL COMPETENCY -2- To obtain this rating for a

DevelOpmental Objectille, the student is able to demonstrate
a

skill in most of the Competencies stated for that Objective.

On a percentage basii, this would mean that the'ldent 18

able to dernstrate.skill in it least 60of the Competencies:

for the ObJectiy being rated.

MASTERY LEVEL COMPETENC -3- To obtain this,rating for a

Developmental-Objective,-the student must demonstrate, skill in

lost of the Competencies stated for the ObjectOev,' On s
percentage basis, this would 'mean that the'student,demonstrates

skill in at least 90% of the Competencies )or the Ob cti e

being rated.

The rating number is.selected as follows:

4
a. Count the total number of CoMpetencies'for

Objective being rated.

.

the Devel

b. Determine the.numberof these Competencies the Oald.be ng
rated shows skill in:

4 A

ental

c. Divide tjie child's number of 'Competencies by the total umber
-,of'Compelencies to obtain the percentage. 7

d. The 'number-lroM the Riting Scale that is closest to the percentage
obtained above is the rating for that child on that Developmental
Objective.'

. 1-

(4
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T = total numbef Competencies for the. Developmental Objective.

Example: For theK-1 Level, Interpersonal Effectiveness Domain,
Goal A, Developpental Objective 2, there are 12 Competencies.

T 12

$ - the number of those ompetencies in whfch.the child being rated.
shows skill.

V

Example: Kindergarten student hasshown skill in four of these 12
Competedcies.,

S= lt

Formula: S divided by T =
4.-")

4 divided by 12 = 33% = a rating of 1.

,_nal

_ti

ea
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THE RATING' FORM

Please refer to a Cumulative$Student Folder, COIRrehensive Career

Guidance, Competency Rating Scale as you read this section.

The Cumulative Student Folder is designed to follow the student

throughout his/her school career. The St dent's name may be written on
00
the folder tab. Otherwise, the folder is ray identified as fol ws:

d
CumulatiVe Student Folder

Comprehensiye,Career Guidance

Competency Rating Scale

folderfolder contains Competency Rating Scale Forms; these are
(

distindlAve f9F K-1, 2-4-, and 5;-. 6 grade level groupings. 'Each level
A

of the Rating Scale contains places for rating each of the Developmental

Objectives etated'in'the CompetendRating Stale Skill Level Criteria.

These,are presented in their abbreviated forms. There is a place

`beside each Developmental objective to circle the rater's assessment

of the child's skill level for that Objective. The numbers represent

the of the Competencies for that Objective that the child

can perform. (The reader is referred to the explanation of the Scale

on.the preceeding page.) There is a blank to the right of each Goal

where the average of the ratings for the Objectives of that Goal may

be written. The average is obtained' by summing the ratings and

dividing by the number of Developmental Objectives.

4
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, The folder also contains the Developmental Profile. The Profile

is comprised of a three page fold-out, a cover page containing 4
identifying informatiou and the three pas containing graphs for

charting the child's average Goal rating at each grade level, K-6.

Each page represents one of the Domains. The Developdental Profile

s

is assembled and designed to be.used by all raters of the child through-

out.his/her grade school career. The identifying information on the

ti cover includes the student's name, birthdate, school name and location.

There is space for therater's signature each year andfor the date

of that year'S rating.

In the section of this manual devoted to directions for rating, the

use of these forms will be specifiedAth-examples.

A



DIRECTIONS' FOR RATING STUDENTS

This section of the manual explains in detail 0)6 mechanics of

rating a student on_Carer Guidance SkillEL Examples,Of completed forms

may be'fi

d:.
Knout4e Criteria Skills The first step in-Beginning to ra

mmediately following these directions.

students on the Career Guidance Sk

is for the rater to become THOROUGHLY

FAMILIAR with the Goals, Developmental

Objectives, and Competencies for the

child's level, K-1, 2-4, or 5-6.

It is important because the rater'must

be alert to the behaviors that show

skills to be rated-as they occur in

informal situations, during discussions,

on tests,-Mting written activities,

and in one-to-one interaction between.

student. The rating of a child should

not( be based on one incident, alone.

Several observations of skill in an

area might be recorded in A,log or
Vim.

on a check sheet before the child is

rated.
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Prerating

-Fostrating

U

The procass of rating; that is the

awareness of he child's skills by

the rater, will take several'months

unleis a preraeing is do The actual

marking of the rating sheets should not

require more than a day or two.

thethe case ae.Prerating, the rater

will not 'have mort than a few

weeks in which to obsekve the children;

the rating will bemade on less in-,.

formation than will,&-rating that-

occurs in the spring.

In the case of'the postrating, the

rater will have an entire school

year in which to observe the child.

Filling out the Rating Form' 1. As the rater sits dot to the

actual task of filling out the Rating

Forms found in the Cumulativ,Student

Folder, the follOwing materrls -

will be needed: 4

logs notes, skill check sheets, the

-61-
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Filling out the tutting

.....4vc Ford, Continued

4

child's Folder and from it, the

Rating Formfor the appropriate level,

K-1, 2-4, or 5-6, the Developmental

o
Profile, and the Skill Level Criteria'

for the appropriate grade level from

the Rater's Manual. Other sundryitems

such as writir&instrdments in more

than one color may be needed.

2. Write the student's name on the

tab of the Cumulative student Folder

if this is the first ating for this

student due td his or her being in

Kindergarten or being transferred

from a'school where no Rating was Zone.
U

,3. Remove the Competency Rating Scale Form

from the Folder and circle the appro-

priate seaser foun,d in the upper deft-
_

'hand corner of the Form and the appi;o-
,

priate grade found in the, upper right-

hand corner. Fill in the student's

name and' your name. At this pole,

it will be necessary to refer to the

-62-
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Filling out the Rating

Fore, Continued

4:

tc.

pkiu Level Criteria from this.

`Manual.

4. Begin-the Rating by referring tt3

the Skill Level Criteria arid the first
f"

Goal'undet the Interpersonal Effectiveness

Domain. Read=the-Goal, the first

Deyelopmental Objective, and the

Competencies under it. Reflect on

the student's behavior and refer toji

any es you might have j4 the log

on this student's performance for this

Developmental Objective or specific

Competencies under it. At the K-1

level,'there are 12 Competencies under

the second DeyeloOmental Objective.

If you feel the child has demonstiated

skill in none pi them, circle.thg zero

for r,oting of that Developmental

Objective, if the child tee demonstrated

.44*Q01111 in 4 of t e Competencil, circle

the one becaust five divided.by.12equals'

'33%,which is a rating of one. If the

child -,has demonstrated of the

6

io



Filling out the Rating

Form, Continued

Competencies, circle the ts,A%-because 7

divided by 12 equals 58% which is a

'rating of two. If the child has shown

skill in 10 of the Competencies, circle

the three because 10 divided by 12

equals 85%. which is a rating of 3.

Each DeveloWental Objective has a

different number of Competencies,s; be

ce ain you have the right total number

for determining the child's rating for

that Developmental\Objective.

A detailed description of this process

may be found at' the end of the part

his section entitled THE RATING SdALE:

CHOOSING A DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY, page

5. Completelhe next Objective Rating

in the same manner. Then, to find the

average rating for that Goal, add the

two Ratings and divide by two. Always

divide by the number of Ratings that

5

went into the sum; 'kat is the same

as the number of Developmental Objectives

for that Goal.
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Filling ovt the Rating

Form, Continued

1.

"4 0

%

\,
6. Continue 11 the same manner uptil

the child has been- rated on all of

the Developmental Objectives for the

Interpersonal Effectiveness DoMain.

At that point, it is necessary to find

',`a Domain Average Rating for the child.

do this; sum the rating the

Developmental Objectives, divide by

the total number of Developmental

)Objectives and recuri the Average Domain

Rating on the blank nrovided for it

on the Competency Rating Scale Form.
,--

That is found at the end of the rating
,..

for that DOmain. The Average Domain

Rating will be recorded on the Classroom

Profile. Rate the child on the other two

Domains in the same' -way.

7 It is now timeaoro transfer the

Rating to the Developmental Profile

graphs. First, fill out the infor-

mation On the cover sheet of the
,

Developmental Profile. This incaudes

the student's name, birthdate, school

and ;ciii)oldt ist ri ct and locat i op..

..I U



/t.

Filling out the Rati

]

Form, Concluded

(

= Classroom Profile

the line beside the appropriate grade

level and fill in tie current date.
4

the case of 'a prerating apd postrating,

extra dates and signatures may be crowded,

in. Eildeate the sheet for the rnterper

sonal Effectiveness Domain. ,Locate

4101P
tropriate gr14061evel graph on that

sheet. Pace a dot on the intersecting

lines of the Goal letter and the average

Goal rating for that Goal on the yhert.

This is obtained from-the Com ency
4

Rating Scale Form you ju4 completed. Graph

the ofheA Domains in the same way.

The Classroom Profile may be used in

et40 ways. It may be used at the end

of the school year as fhe rater rates

the,- "children. It may be t4sed'by a

t--65-kher in the fall as he Or she makes$

yearly plans of a new class. It may be

Completed from the end of the,,7Ar

ratings or from the preratings of the

current year.

The Average Domain Ratings for each

student in the are used for this



Classroom Pro i e Profile. Several Classroom Profile

Conclude

f

f

Charts may he found in the Appendix,

of Ilis'Manual.

Refer to the following page for an

example partially completed Classroom

r1Profile Chart.

I

r

To use the Prole, complete the

'identifying information on the page.

Each graph represents one of the three

Domains: Interpertonal Effectiveness,

Work and Life Skills, an Life Career

Planning. Enter the children's names,

in alphabetical order if you wish,

on the blanks beside the graph.

,cePlace a dot at the intersection of the

child's name and his or her Average Domain

Rating ( 0 1 2 3) for each Domain.

When all children's ratings have been

recorded, draw lines connecting the

dots for each Domain to give you a

prcAle of Ikkur class' standing on

the, Career Guidar e Skills by Domain.
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classroom Profile

461110eF(Sracile: Fiv TeaC_Lty- Year 77- 7? Date Mu\."

11

-.

m.
DOMAIN DOMAIN DOMAIN

I 'II i IIIStticlent's Niine

2 3

1.Fic+11 G rail c "Pu i-,.. 1

2. Grade_ Five. 5A-u -
3. Ficth Gratie ;.2 3-A --i
4. Grade F;..e. Pu.,,1
5.
6.
7. _

8.
9.
O.
.1.
2.
.3.
.4.
.5.
.6. 1

.7.

.8.

.9.
!O.
!1.
!2.
!3.
!4.

6

15. /-
!6'.
!7.
!8.
!9. . 0
10.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0 12 3

DOMAIN I INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN
DOMAIN II. WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN
DOMAIN III LIFE CAREER PLANNING DOMAIN
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(CI le one)

all

c
SAMPLE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Interpersonal Effectiveness Do4 In

Nrcle one))

AMID
Grade 8

Student's Name ( r u d e - _s Grgie. 5 Te..a.c.11P.r.

Rating Scale: 0 4 1

No
Competency

0%

2 3

Minimum
, Level

Competency
30%

Functional
Level

Competency
60% _

Mastery
Level' 7-;

Competency
90%

Directions: Circle the number of the Rating of the student's performance ability for each
Objective. Determine the average ability for a Goal by dividing the sum of
scores by e number of Developmental gbjectives.

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

1. Act ite Affect Behavior

2. ationship Between Actions and Responses

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

1. Making and Keeping Friendships

2. Effectiveness of Their Own Friendship Skills

C. Human RelatiOns Skills: Expressing Opinions and Beliefs

1. Methods of Expression

2. Their Own Methods of Expression

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors In Groups

1. Relationship Between Rights of Self and Rights of Others

2. Characteristic Behavior Pattern's

3. Behavior in Group interactions

-69-
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Rating Average

0 1 2C,

0103

"i 0 1 a 3

01(253

0102 3

0 103

1a13

OC)2 3

a.}`

0
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. /- 7 &)

E. Relating With Significant ?triers: Competitiveness and Cooperativeness
afi, .,

TT1.
so

OOCfS of Cooperativeness

2. Effects of ComPatItIvenele

F. ftliting With Significant Others: Family Relationships

Rating Average

01 ©3

D1G23

A

. -1. Process of Establishi fleetly. Family I4elationships 0 1(4 3 2-

CI. Self Validation: Worthwhile

1. Activities

2. 14rs6nal Characteristics

-10

H. Self Validation: Control Over Self an Environment

1. Control Over Self

2._,Control Over Environ

`t)
I. Self Validation: Indi dual Differences

1. Behavior Pattetna and Abilities In Self and Others

Avikrage interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Rating
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SMILE

DEVELOPOTAL PROFILE: INTRPERSON4 EFFECTIVENESS DOIOIN

Grades K4 t

Kindergarten 4 Year: 12.

ABCDEF GHI

Third Grade\ Year: ?5

ABCDEFGHI

StOdent's Name

2

0

3

2

1

0

First Grade Year: 113

ABCD1EFGHI

Fouth Grade Year: 'To

ABCDEFGHI

Sixth Grade Year!

NUM
ME

MO
M

IM
Q E

Second Grade Year: 19

ABCDEFGHI

Fifth Grade Year: 117

ABCDEFGHI



USING THE RESULTS

THE RATING SCALE
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USING THE RESULTS OF TUE RATING SCALE

The Rating Scq.e and the process of rating the children with it

have een thoroughly explairjed. You are now, no doubt, completely

familia with the Goals, Developmental Objectives, and Competencies listed

in the Skill LeverCriteria. It is time to address the specific value

r---
and use of the results Obtainedithrough use of the Rating Scale. Your own

.11

familiarity with the Skill-Level Criteria will suggest'unique uses to you

in your own situation. The following suggestions are meant only to. ,

supplement yours and to present broad uses that could be employed'by whole

schools, school dpricts, or states.

'Curant and Immediate Use of

the Results

4

Futuree Use of the Results

r

"-)

Determie individuaA student strkngths,.., 11.
,

an, d weaknesses in Career G ance.

Plan immediate curriculum changes for an

I 4''
individual t..

Determine the strengths and weaknesses

of a ciassroomigroup in, order to plan

curriculum adaptations to-meet le needs<t

of the group.

4
Monitor individual and group n)ogrS.

There are no standardized'guidelines for
,A

the ev4tuation-of students' in rporationir
of career guidance concePtt int their 11

I
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Future Use of,the
7--

Results, C.ntinued

a

.#^

t r

livese There are no'set standards for

mastery. This void leaves open the need

for'establfShing the levels that can

realistically'be eapered of children

in various grade levels, oi-varidus
10,

ages, of various socio-economic'

status, of various ability, etc.

Conscientious 'use of the Rating Scale

can provide empiricall"hed expectanCies,

developmental stages in career education

.

concepts, use sound basis for the

sequencing an

curriculum: a

icatiOn of the

basis for determining,

the methdds of judging of student mastery.

For example; some decision needs'to be

, «

made regarding the use of the obleqtives

stated by developmentaljevOT should all

be taught to allgrades,in that,

developmental le el or should they be

sOdcified to bd taught at specific

grade levels.

A Guidance DepartMent or Curriculum

'Director in the school system may want to



Future Use of the

Results, Concluded

f.;

systematically gather the results of

the Rating Scale in ord6r to assess needs
+1,

*o studenti at different levels /and

to establish sehol,,14fide expectanCies
l

for students-.. in career guidance tconeepts.
.

e

The Competency,. Rating Seale providies a set of guidelines for the in-

fusion of career guidance concepts into the school currieulumoIt can onl

. be as effective as t se whouse it all it to be. It willke inef tive

o ,

if merely regarded as xercise with th resultatidden in hi is

froi April to April. It ca*L0 very effective if rused toy individu ze

instruction, enrich'classroom activities,'enhan erpe onal work, '

and life skills for' both eacher and_gtu d to ringAnto fodus thr,_

idea that education is more than th The Ra in Scalei an401:
.11+ Of

be an exciting new tool in the h cators who wi h to grow a see

their studentsibecome more

IP

4
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uometTENCY RATING SCALE

Cross-Reference Chart

The.following chart presents across- reference of the original Georgia
oal classification with rthe goal classificatioiLtha$, is used ip.the'Com-, .

ehensive Career Guidance Program. Under the Georgi Coal Classification
istem column below, the numbered gdals are those use by ttleGeorgia ,.

tewide Testing Program (Georgia Criterion- Referenced Testi!). The lettered', 4
is are those that were added by the Comprehensive Career Guidance Project.',01

''S

Domain 1, Goal Classificaticip System peorgia Goal Classification
System

Interpersonal

Fipectivfness

Work and Life
Skills

A
B

C

F

I

5 '

A
B.

6

D
C

E
2

1

A
B 15
C 7

D 14
E 19
F 10

13
H 4

9
J 12
K 11

Life Career
Planning

o

;

e.

A
B

C

D

E

F

I

J

3

17

18

20

.H

8

16
J

4



COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE
COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Overview Chart

N

Kindergarten - Sixth Grade

fo

.4

Developmental
Level K-1 2-4

.

i.

5-6 .

Interpersonal
Effectiveness
Domain

.

9. Goals.

14 0 vctives
76,, dmftencies

9 Goals':,

1.7 Objectives

97 Competencies

9 Goals ..

. 14:Objectives
101 Competencies

Work and Life
,Skills Domain

9

At.

11 Goalt. ,4

22 Objectives
55 CoMOtenCies

11 Goals .

27 Objectives 1.

75 Competencies

.

11 Goals:
17 Objectives 'e.)
59 Competencies

Life Career
'Planning .

'Domain -

10 Goals
16 Objectives
64 Competencies

....

10 Goals,
22 Objectives
121 Competencies

10 Goole
17 Objectives

116 Competencies

Developmental
'Level Totals

Al

3.0 Goals

'52 Objectives
205 Competencieg

30 Godls
66 Objectives
293 Competencies

30 Goals
52 Objectives

276 Competencies

Total: 30 Goals *'170 Objectives 0'774 Competencies

S.

S
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COALS-AND DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES

OVERVIEW

KINDERGARTEN THROUGH SIXTH GRADE

DOMAIN! INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

's

A. The students. will be able to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects other's behavior toward them.

K-1: '1. The students will be aware of the Various interpersonal
relationships in theiriiives. .

2. The students will be aware of the different types of
responses they use in interpersonal relatiolthipse.

2-4: i. The students will understand the different types of
responses they use, in interpersomil relationships.

2. The stu4snts will be aware of how the a ions f others.s

2
affect eheir behavior.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of how their actions affect
the behavior of others.

A

2. The students will be aware of the relationship betwee:k
actions and responses.

B. The students will be able to.demonStrate an understanding ofrihe process
of making and keeping friendships.

The students will'be aware of the skillsand characteristics
that make up a friendhhip.

.

The students will -understand what skills and characteristics
make up a friendship.

The students will be aware of the process4o laking and
and keeping friendships.

Th-e- udents will understand the process of making and
keeping friendships.

X-1: 11

-

2-4:

2.

5-6: 1.

-78-
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2. The students will evaluate the effectiveness of their
own. friendship skills.

.
C. The,students will ba.,able to demonstrate an awareness of the

varioUsmethods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.

K-1: 1., The students will be aware of different types of responses.

1. The students will be aware of what constitutes an opinion,
a belief, anda fact.,

2. The students will be aware that, all people have
opiniona-and belrefs.

3. The students will be aware of the various methods of
expressing, opinions and beliefs.

5-6: 1. he students will understand the various methods of
xpressing pinions and beliefs.

2. The students will evalutte their own methods of expressing
. (

opinions'and beliefs.\ . .
. .

D. The students will.be able to identify socially acceptable behaviors°
occuring in a situation. N

K-1: 1. The stculents will be aware of various group situations.

2. The students will be aware of those behaviors.that help
or hinder group cooperation and effectiveness.

s2-4: 1. The students will understa d those behaviors that help
or hinder group cooperati n and effectiveness:A

2. The students will be aware'that those behaviors which help
the group to function include observing the rights of .self

.and others.

5 -6:
-1r

1. The students will understand, the relationship between the
rights of self and the rights of others An group situations.,,

2. The students will be aware of the characteristic behavior
patterns (roles) that develop as a part of grOup interaction.

3. The students will be aware of their own behaviors in group
interactions.

41,

9 - 79-
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ft

E. The students willbe able to recognize the erects of competitiveness
and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what constitutesftimimetiveness.

2. The students will be aware of what constitutes competitileness.

4' . 1. The students will be aware of the results of cooperativeness.

' 2. The students'will be aware of the results of competitiveness.

5-6: The students wilitunderstand the effects of their
cooperativness with both peer/4 and adults.'

2; The students will understand the effects of their com-
petitivenpss with both peers and adults.

3. The students will be'aware.of differences and similarities
' between competItiVeness:ana gooperativeness.

F.., The- studentt will be-ale to recognize tie value and process of
establishing an effealltrelationship with their families.

aL..1: 1. The studentEuwill be aware of the As of each member
of their families.

2. The students will be aware of their family. relationships.

2-4: 1.- The students will be aware of the process of establishing
effective family relationships.

5-6:- N

1.1, ,The students will understand the process of%establishing
effective famil/jielationships.

, I

2. The stnaents, will e aware of the results that come from
having effective amilyrelationships.

G. The seeAnts will be able'to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

K 1: 1. The students will beawarevRf factors that distinguish
-self from others.

2. The students Will be aware,of feelings and their causes.

2-4: 1. The students will be activities they perform
that make them feel worthwhi1

3.

41P



. The students will be aware of personal characteristics
that make them feel worthwhile.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of methods of attaining'feelings
of worthwhileness in relation to other people.

. The students will understand their own feelings of
worthwhilenesg.

H. The students will be able to recognize, that they can exercise somecontria over themselves and their environment.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware that they affect th
others around them.

41~

s and

2-4: 1 The students will be aware of situations where they havesome control over themselves.

4' 2:, The students will be aware of.situations where they have.some control over their. environment.

5-6: 1. Thestudents-will-beaware of factors involved in theprocess of coati-01114 themselves and their environment.
%,o4131(

I. The studenvOi-will be able to Aemo Irate .an understanding tallindividuals, including Aemselkgs, lave different and varying personalcharacteristics and abilities Oich distinguish them from °fie another,and that cettain of these characteristics and abilities may changefrom time to time. ' .

,..,.,,,

S.
.

4.4.,,,'

.

;--The students will be aware of ways that peolarare
like °:'''nd/orsTerent from them.,

,

.

y
1

_.. 1.

-zy

K-1: 1.

7'. 2-4: 1.e iOdents will be' award of characteristic 'behavior
%patterr and abilities in other'indiViduals.and in self.

5-6: 1. The stu enta will understand about changes that occur in
charactetistic behaviors and i4lities of self and/or
othets over time.

-.DOMAIN: WQRK AND LIFE SKILLS
lk 1

- .k.
A. TWO ents.,will be able to idetItify.consumer skills that are usedin-aarly living.

,a



K-1:'. .. The students will be aware of what a consumer is and
what hdehe does.

2-4: 1. The stddints will be aware of the consumer skills that they
use in their own daily living.

5-6: 1. The students will understand the various consumer skills
that are used and needed by differeat consumer groups.

B. The students will be able to identify the relevancy f school subject
matter and other school experiences to community,' home, leisure,
intb,occupations.

ry

K71: 4. The students will be aware of the school academic and
social expegenses.attheir grade-level.

2. TW students will be aware-of,how,school academic and
social experiences relite to,t activitiesctivities of family
members in the .homy`.

2-4: 1. The students 'will be aware of the school academic andA.0
social experiences at their grade level.

2. The students will-understand how school academic and
social experiences relate to the role of citizen in the
community.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of the school academic A
social areas at their grade level.

.

.1[2.
The students will understand how school academic and social
areas relate to the role of worker on the job.

The students will understand how school academic and
lArocial areas relate.to the leisure participant.

C. The students will be able to recogni4e that others depend on them
in helping perform a task and will be able to'identify situations in
whichipep (*end on each other to perform certain tasks.

K-1: students will be aware'ofactivities in which they
n, participate.

1

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of activities in which others
. need their help,

f

1

r
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e. Yi



5-6: 1. The students willunderstand
dependent upon each other to

D. The students will be able to recognize
which comes from a task well done.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of tasks that they are'able to
accomplish.

t,

2 -4: 1. Of the tasks they are able to accomplish, theestu
be,aware of those.they do well.

2. The 'students will be aware of their peiponal
successful task accomplishment.

situations where people are
accomplish a.task.

the value (iersonal rewards)
4

nts will

iter for

5-6:. 1. The students will understltd the personal rewards available
when a task is done well.

E. The students will be able to recognize, that tasks have a purpose and
that steps Are followed in completing a tasks

K!-1: 1. The students will be aware of tasks carried out by themselves.
IP

.

2. The students will be aware of the purpose of those tasks
carried out by themselves.and'Others.

.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of tasks carried:'Vutby thqmselves
and others.

5-6:

t ;
2. The students will understagOsthe;putpose o_Athose tasks carried

out by themselves and others.
. !

3. The students 4E1 be aware of the jor prodesses in task
accomplishment.

0

The students will understand the major processes and the
steps involved°in task ac omplishmeni.

X/

F. The students will be able to recognize certain personal characteristics
that are related to job fields.

1.

,q

K- :- 1. The students will be aware of various jtbs.

2- . 1. The students will be awa e of various jobsategories.
.

'i!

4\

2. The students will be aware

'*
SI

rioust-personal characteriiiiics.

'5
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3.-";The-students will..\be%aware of)howssoMe personal
can relate to job. fields. .

'

4
5-6:' 1.-The students will understand how some pergonal 'characteristics

relate to job:fielas.

2. The students wick be aware of the importance of the. relationship
between personal characteristics and job choice.

,L4

C. The students will be able to distinguish between work and leisure time
activities..

.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what work means.

2. The students will be aware of what leisure means.

3. The studellts will be aware of various work .activities.

4. The students will be aware of various leisure"time activities.

2-4: 1. students will understand the difference between work..
eiure.

2. The students will be aware of various work roles.

9

3. ,The students will be aware of various leisure roles,

4. The students 141l be aware of hoN their work airld leisure
timeactivitiet have/are/and will change.

5-6: 1.. n'he students will understand the similarities and .

differenccts betWeen work and leisure time act` ties!

)

H. The students will beable to recognize thet respect is due to hem`"
for the'eontributions they'Make in their(various roles and w en their
work is'well 4one, regardless of its oatare.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of the work roles of people
around them. 3.

2. The students will be aware that each work role has a purpose.,

3. The students will be aware of the meaning of respect.'

2-4: 1. The student's Will be aware Of the purposes ofp.rarious work
roles. .

R.

.;
4

-,.



)3. The students will be aware that respect is due °there for -'

/

.

J--(

. .

2. The students will understand the.effects of 4fiality work.
-# . ,

work that is well done. .-, -#

.--.

5-6: I. The students will understand the purposes of various work
, .

'ivies.
°

2. The students will understand that respect is due to others'
for work that is well done, regerdles of the nature of that
Work.

AJ

I.. The students will be able to recognize that all people perform some
'type of work.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what work means.

2. The st ents will be aware of vartous_work_activities:--

3. The students will be aware that family members work.

.. e/_.....

2-4: 1. The stud
11

ts will understand what work means...

.2. The students will be aware of how they and other students
work.

5-6: 1. The students will understand Various work roles and activities
performed by others.

J. The studenlks will be able to recognize that work roles may change during
one's career or that a worker may have multiple roles at the samektime.

) K-1: 1. The students will be aware that change does take place
throughout their lives.

2. The students will be aware of what a worker is.

2-4: 1. The students will be aware of what a "workotole" means.

2. The students will be aware of what c9nstitute4Va career.

3. The students will be aware that a change in work:roles can
take place during one's. career.'

5-6: The students will understand various work roles and
activities'performed by others.

-85-



2. the students. will be aware that a worker may trffve multiple
4 roles at'the same time.

1k *The students will be able to recognize that.ihere ,are fRmilies
-.

.(clusters)of jobs which relate to one Another and that one's interests
snehbilities can relate to several re ult:cS . -,

be AWae- of various )o
..

are- awake that` sale jab 'fields Ste to4

K-1* 1
1.-

f.°.

The students will

The-studatts*Ill
oth job fields

2-4: '1. The students will be aware of, various job clusters.

2. The students will understand that some jobs relate to other
jobs.

A

3. The students will be aware of how interests and abilities
relate-to:job clusters.

5-61 1. The studeitts will understand how interests and ab lities
relate to job clusters.

2. The students will be aware that inetlrests and abilities
can relate, to several jobs.

DOMAIN: LIFE CAREIR"PLANNIIIG,f,..4

A. The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and values
affect decisions, actions, and life styles.

K-1: 1. The students will be aware of what attitudes and values
are.

2. The students will be aware that attitudes and values exist
for everyone.

2-4: 1. , The students will understand what attitudes and values are.

2. The students will understand that-attitudes And values
exist for eve.ryone.

3. The students will be aware orhow attitudes and values
affect decisions and actions.

-86-
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5-6: :-. The:students will be aware owarious life styles,-
- -,5-

'

. ;The students will be aware of how attitudes and'valuee
[ affect decisions and lLfe styles. -

,
.' / e

1, Thestudnts Will he ableito recognize that they make decisions and
714- that their -lives are influenced by decisions made by themselves and0' by otb06. ,

*
,- .

'

/
. _ ,e

fir p

K-1: 1. The Vtudents will.be aware of what decision-making eans.

2. The students will be aware that everyone makes d isipns.

1. The students will be aware of the decision-making process.

2. The students will be aware of how their lives are influenced
.

-by the decisions they;make.

5-6: 1. The students will be aware of how their lives have been,
are and will be influenced by the dectsiols they make.

2., The students will be aware of how their lives are influenced
by decisions made by others. -

The students will be able to recognize that there can be alternative
decision - making courses, with differing consequences.

K71:, 1. The students will be aware of whadecision-making means.

2. The students will be aware that-eveKyOne makes decisions.

2 -4: 1. The students will be aware of the dedision-making process.

- 2. The students will be aware of, the relationship between
decisions and consequences.

5-6: 1. The dents will understand the relationship between
altilliVive decision-Taking courses and consequences.

2--. The students will understand about'the choices within
* decision-making courses and their differing consequences.

Alt
.p. The students will be able to recognize that "planning" leads to more

effective performance th n does chance or "trial and error" approachto a task.

,\ K-1: 1. The students w

1.

44

11 be aware of the planning process.
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,

2. The students will bP aware crt ibpttialani.error
,.

to- a task. -,: J.,

.

'2-4: The atudents.will,understand th Planning Process,
S.

The students Will understand the trial and-error approach
to Aas

approach

3. 2he iltude ts will, Understand the similarities and differences
between' the planning prOcesaand the trialand error process
in,task aCcomplishment.

5 -6: 1. The students will...understand th e,planning.proCess is
a more effective approach for ta accomplishment...thantrial.
and error.

E. The student will be able to demonstrate'effective, study and learning

K -l; 1:/The students will be aware,of *hat constitutes effective
study and' learning skills..

111

2 -4: 1.' The,students will:und*rstdnd what constitutes effective
study and learning skills.,

2. The students 11 understand how their effective study skills
apply in a stu y situation.' Vs

, 5-'6:- 1. The students will be aware of- their effective study
skills combine'to form a study system.

0
'.2. The will understand the importanceof developing'

A

their own effective atudyaystem.

The students wifibe able top employ listening a speaking skills
that allow for involvement in classroom discussi ns and act,krities.

K-1: 1. The students,will be aware of listening skills and how t6
use _them in the classroom.

27- The students will be aware of-speaking skills and how to
use them in the classroom.

,2-4: 1: -The students will understand ligtening skills and how to
Use theurin the -classroom.

O
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5-6:

G.

1 , . . i

The students will understand; speaking skills and how ro'
pse tOm.in the ClassrOoMI-

..
,

,

. .
students will understand the fppliCationi of 11,arliStet

.11.111s-and,how to. use them fn the.

hik. The student will understand-auk appli6ttionSof,spe ing.

skills and how to use them-in the claisidom.

1,"

. ,.

The students will' be able to realistically' evaluate shinty, progress,
and methods of impfovement.in various subject areas.

. , " a
.. .

K-1: 1. The students will be divax; of -vafiou _methoaSAd
% -

(;'2'

evaluation.

274: 1. The students-Nall undeistand various methods of evaluatiOn.

i ..._
.

2. The Students will'be aware of various methods Of,improVement (
,

in subject areas. .

.
.

5-6: 1. The stuclents_willunderstand-how-tO apply various methoai of
evaluation- ndetertinift ability, prOgress, andtthe
effectiveness of;methodsof improvement in various subject:
areas. . -

H. The students will be able torecognize hos.( individual `abilities aid
-in accomplishing-different tasks.

K-1; 1. The students' will be aware of the abilities of ,themselves.
and others. agt

2 -4: 1. The stu ents-will be aware of thd development of abilities
in them lees sad others.

. ' 0.1

. 2. The students will Ire-aware. of'how the- didtlitiegof themselves
and otters can contribute

*
to the Success'of daily routine,

.

5-6: 1. The'students will understand how individual ability differencers.
contribute to the completion of specific tasks. °.

N,

'' 1 4..

I. The lstudents *11 be able to recogni7ft that learning occurs imall
types of life situations.

. ... .

K-1: 1. :The students will be aware-of what constitutes learning. k
2 ' 'f. , 4

,o 4

2, The students will be aware that learning, takes'. in thir

N . .

'''; : - ,
*

' r':''' .1.: ... e
.

--
iP 2.

daily lives:
%

.")
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r..

. . . .
.

.

, .

2-4: 1. The stidents Will..be -aware of thi various methods of
....

leigning. .,
.

. .
. ,-

_ .

. _ .
.

2,- the - students will understand about variouS- situations in their
okOnTliveswhere- iefyniri'g taked.plaCe,Wdifferenf methOdp.

y .. 1. g
1. The,students-will-understand the learning TreceSS.

j
A

'5-6:

Z. 1141e, stud 4Rits,-.1:11-1. aware' of -theieartii.ng that -tates
place life'situations'of others.

The snide
expanding

ntswill he ahle.to appreciate the value bf, eldrifying.and
theiv interests ana capabilities:; - 4 ,

. . .., .

Ale students will be aware of tbeil- interests; and
. .

56:

2.

, - ' ,

411,
,._.

The s dehtsixiii be.awaie Of.fact6is that inf'uence
inte eats and,capa&ilitieA,: .1 ''..:-: -

,

' , . g-4 - ft-'' _-
The studentd will be aWare4iht interests and capabilities

...

-can change., .
.

e

.

./. .
.-

1. The students' will be aware of ,}tow interests and caphbilities
can be expanded.

A.
...

1 , x .

2. The students will be aware Of the conseVencia of expanding
interests and capaqlitife. , 4. ..

w

40, )
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COMPREHENSIVE 'CABEil GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY- RATING SCALE

-"CIssroom,Protile

Teacher,

Student's Name

Year Date

DOMAIN DOMAIN DOMAIN
III -

0 1 2 3

1.

2.

3. (

4.
5. .

6.
7.
8.,
9.

10. .
H . . . 4

,

12.

13. '
14. -\
15.
[6.
17.
L8.
.9. .

!O.

!1.

!2.

'3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

0.

0.1 2 0 1 2 3

DOMAIN I INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN
DOMAIN II WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN
DOMAIN III - LIFE CAREER PLANNING DOMAIN,
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

Classranm Profile

Teacher Year Date

DOMAIN DOMAIN
I: IIStudent's Name

0 I 2 3 0 1 2 3
I.
2..
3. Ni
4. ,

.5.:
6.
7.
8.
9. 4 g0.
I. ,

2. . .
,

._

3. .

4.
5.
6.

.

7.
8.
9.
:O.

2 :I. ,
. ,

2.
3.

7.

6 ,

.

DOMAIN I INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN
DOMAIN II - WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN-
DOMAIN III - LIFE CAREER )101ANNING DOMAIN

A
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1 2 3



2

Teacher

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCI RATING SCALE

Classroom.Profile

Student's Name

Year Date

DOMAIN DOMAIN DOMAIN
Ij II III

0 1 2 3
1.

2.

3. .

.

4.

5.

6.

7.* .

8. A

9.
.

10,

H. i

12.
,

;

13.

14.

15.

16.,
.

17. \

18.
19.
!0.
!1.
!2.
'3. .

_4. , .
. v25.

'6.
,

27. .

8.
9.
O.

q

0 1 2 3

DOMAIN I INTERPERSONAL' EFFECTIVENESS-DOMAIN
DOMAIN II WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DO IN
?MAIN III - LIFE .CAREER PLANNING .DO IN

0 1 2 3".
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